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Smart Packaging from Clutch Industries

Clutch Industries has reinvented packaging with the release of their 2012 packaging designs for
Clutch Kits. Not only is the new design striking, it’s also representative of the company’s core
value “Engineering Innovation”, principles which are usually only associated with the company’s
products.
It’s not surprising the new designs are at the cutting edge of the industry, given the design
review was undertaken by the same team which launched the award winning 4Terrian 4WD
clutch packaging concept and designed the Industry leading Mantic performance clutch
packaging system which has made such an impact on international markets.
In undertaking this task the team was required to consider a number of key design elements. It
is important the packaging is consistent with the brand personality that CI has in the market.
However beyond the obvious requirements of the packaging, the CI team wanted to see if there
was a way to add extra value through design without impacting cost.
We are all aware, originally, packaging was meant to contain, protect and transport goods, but
later producers started to grasp the power of its visual appeal as well. However the design had
to be functional as well as visually appealing and then there’s the challenge of how to make a
carton “more than a carton”. Fortunately at CI the concept of innovation is one that permeates
all activities they undertake and not just those that are product related.

Keeping in mind the quality of the product will ultimately determine sales, eye catching design
and the ability of your packaging to provide “added value” can certainly give your product an
edge in the market.
“For decades now companies have experienced the effectiveness of Value Added Packaging
also known as VAP’s. The packaging of your product can change the entire landscape of the
purchasing decision, but adding value to the purchase creates an entirely new opportunity…..”
(RP & associates Inc)
VAP content is a relatively new design requirement in our industry. In addition to good looks,
retail appeal and other aesthetic considerations, it is possible to add value to the target
consumer via additional and functional content and design. To this end, CI has added value
while not adding cost to their product range via the introduction of revised label layouts,
redesigned packaging forms, new material selections for heavy products and the introduction of
material handling warning labels.
So what did they do with the label? For years the entire industry
has understood the preferred way to transport and store a clutch is
to lie it flat, however, practicalities have dictated that most kits are
stored in brown built racking or similar, on their side. This means,
the part number label is now “on its side” and rather difficult to read.
Therefore, the best option is to provide a label that can be read
while the product is lying down and or on its side. CI has introduced
the two-way label, this format allows the kit part number to be read
easily when the kit is lying flat in transit or standing up when stored.
It all seems rather simple!
In addition CI has added two QR codes to each label while incorporating a traditional barcode.
Once scanned with a smart phone the first QR code takes you to the CI mobile website, this
type of feature is becoming more and more popular and is being printed on many company
packaging, however the second QR code relates specifically to each kit and its application.
Once scanned the second QR code will open a CI Technical bulletin on your phone, which
relates specifically to the kit application and, or, link you directly with the Technical video for that
particular kit. Either way, you now have a direct mobile link to specific technical information for
each clutch kit.
For anyone who may be unsure as to the popularity of QR
codes, consider that a recent study from Europe identified
that 17.4 million users in Germany, Italy, France, Spain and
the UK scanned a code in the three months leading up to
June 2012 (comScore), that’s nearly 70 million scans per
year. In other words nearly 1 in 4 of the total population. The
study also showed that European Smartphone users
scanning QR codes via their devices grew by 96 percent in
the past year and nearly 3 in every 4 QR code scans
resulted in users receiving product information.
So will the QR code trend take off in Australia? Scott Young
President of Perception Research Services says,
“Increasingly, this process (packaging design) includes understanding the digital world,
including the interaction between online and brick-and-mortar shopping, and the role of smart
phones and QR codes….”.
The reason for this is that QR codes continue to boom. According to QRstuff.com Australia is
the 5th most popular country for QR code use, and that QR code use in Australia has grown by
565% in the 12 months leading up to April 2012.

Further to this, CI Engineers haven’t ignored the practical requirements of clutch kit packaging.
“We reviewed the operational requirements of the supply chain and made decisions which
improved our customer’s experience”, said engineering manager Damian Bibby.
As a result, all kits have improved carton rigidity. Heavy products now come packaged in a
completely redesigned multilayered carton, which protects the product and assists warehouse
staff. In addition, where necessary, cartons now incorporate a clearly visible weight warning
system.
Clutch plates will continue to be packaged within our kits in individual cartons, a necessary
requirement to insure there is no damage to the plate in transit, in fact a new twin lock device
has been added to the packaging of large clutch plates to improve rigidity and minimize carton
crush should the kit be miss handled. Protecting the clutch plate in transit is very important as
any deformity of the plate has the potential to effect clutch operation and therefore impact on
the clean operation of the clutch.
CI Marketing services manager Sally McMahon says that, “Our aim is to evolve our packaging
to a point where we continue to add value for our customers and the consumer. This new
packaging innovation is only one of the value add programs we have for our customers’. Sally
went on to say. “Stay tuned, because CI have plans to launch another exciting new packaging
concept in the not too distant future”.
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